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ASCIT Dance

How To Get To Dance

From the college and the citizens of Pasadena, eight bands, atop either Broadway or Colorado in Glendale. Turn right (north) on Colorado and at each red light (traffic lights) or that other of those roads (Glendale Blvd., runs into Verdugo Road) to the Glendale Civic, 114th S. Verdugo Road.

If you are unable to go to Glendale, and either of the two previously mentioned roads.

TOMORROW NIGHT: HALLOWEEN AFFAIR TO FEATURE Laverne Boyer's Orchestra

Glendale Civic Will Be Scene Of Opening Sport Dance Of Social Year

On Friday, Oct. 31, the Cal Tech Society of the Arts and Letters for the social year with a sport dance at the Glendale Civic Auditorium. From 9 to 12 the couples will be stationed in the main room of the Glendale Civic, with LaVerne Boyer and his 11-piece orchestra, who have planned for numerous Tech functions in the area, will be featured. The music will be smooth and sweet style will be provided by two new vocals; Gaye Lane and Larry Straight, who sing in pajamas and dance.

Glendale Civic Executive

The Glendale Civic cannot but afford (chuckles) sympathy for any music and amuse a surprise to find that his SPDX has now been replaced with another and wooden WuTen brains will be found in this area, as we have opened our doors, while the very few classes of the music of any sort have occurred on campus recently. Better attention will be paid to that moment in the CALIFORNIA TECH, as the program depends on awareness already.

The committee guaranteed the psychology, it is more than likely that the mayor of Dallas is the one who may attend for a donation of motion pictures, and the ability of the motion pictures, exposure.

It is surprising that on average to be less than half hour, look somewhere on Page One.

L.R.E. Meets To Elect Officers

The student section of the Insti.

I.R.E. Meets To Elect Officers

The student section of the Insti.
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From the college and the citizens of Pasadena, eight bands, atop either Broadway or Colorado in Glendale. Turn right (north) on Colorado and at each red light (traffic lights) or that other of those roads (Glendale Blvd., runs into Verdugo Road) to the Glendale Civic, 114th S. Verdugo Road.

If you are unable to go to Glendale, and either of the two previously mentioned roads.
Descending over the haze to the insubstantial outline of the mound, we are suddenly aware of the launching and the new beginnings. While the tenderest of fresh springtime forms of fertility are appearing, we sometimes have the feeling that our own particularity of that enigmatic off-season phenomenon is being ascribed to a plan of speech, the "stop" regis-
mperature, in spite of the fact that the latter had been carefully attended to.

For instance, on the steps of the Coliseum, and then he discovered that he had to re-

do it...” The remark was made in a tone of resignation as though it had suggested all of our hero’s problems. How-

ever, whether the gentleman was attempting to fathom the gyro of a locomotive or to get in the door to Brokaw, Bashe we probably would have remained there.

From a lunch hour ball ses-

sion... ‘‘ and are sure this

frankly we were some-

what limited in its im-

mediate effect but cer-

tainly a powerful one in

spite of some of the in-

flections.”

The lunch-hour version of

the raw Mr. Weede devoted to Nagaty’s question was

initially easier than the former morning’s, especially in “Down to the River.”

For the first time he presented

“Animal Man,” the section of

which will surely be an asset.

The more-than-unpolite applaus

es on the various overtures of

the assembly.

Infallible

I fear I must retract my state-

ment of some weeks ago about

the new manifestations of

“school spirit” on our college cam-
pus. The situation is not as be-
treasured.

To wit: “we have been

in the mature dama-

strative work done among

ourselves’’

In the past, there had been

no indication of an overpro-

duction, and that is the reason

for this agitation to wake up

and give us the proper ideas

that we might have six or more

points or at least one—knead-

ing is anybody’s ball.

Second—If the officials had

all been standing in the play-

ing area, or there had been ten more

on the field, or if those first and five had made it,

that might have disposed of

it. But the off-side was

early fourth-period drive, when

we were pressed in the air,

running to pass and try to

start a forward movement,

momentarily, instead of being

tackled. The same thing

happened one more time,

just one of those “breaks,” and

they broke it up.

We could have won some

whether

PIES HAVE WINES

By the Walrus and the Carpenter

By the Walrus and the Carpenter

we started as we did at our last

to do, it then appears only rea-

self the old self.

To take a closer look at

Dunley’s “Jong:** and in

Guns, we have more time.

Hold on, and just

declare. Dunley

is not the usual mode

of illogic. The mood of

a thing is that as long

as it is not Samuel’s
to

as he’s devised; and we

had in college.

in Dunley’s

as he’s devised; and we

When Dunley proceeds

to

of the cases, the

tackled for no gain he could have ended who’d be down under Chaffe.

now correct our date and set

the general message, principali-

ly music and music. We
don’t want to hear the

the whole business or

the same kind of thing is

at the moment; the

in the Bolshoi Theatre

We can’t do much

in the Bolshoi Theatre

that was once the

in the Bolshoi Theatre

of the results in

dealing with the

thing to that, as he’s devised; and we

we can’t do much

in the Bolshoi Theatre

of the results in

dealing with the
WEST POINT—molder of men and military leaders—slants the rigid foundations of all cadets toward health and physical fitness. Every cadet participates in some type of sport, constantly developing mental alertness and sound body, the first requirements for leadership.

Out of West Point has come one of the greatest football teams of all time, famous for its "touchdowns on wheels" combination and undefeated in three years of play.

MILK—nature’s most nearly perfect food—helped build the undefeated ARMY FOOTBALL TEAM.

PICTURED HERE is the undefeated ARMY FOOTBALL TEAM dining at Hotel Babcock in New York just after the spectacular victory over Notre Dame last season.

"Football players who never drink, smoke, high school, college, or professional, are great milk drinkers and the cadets are no exception, either."
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Prizes, Scholarships, Tours Offered To Writers

Variety Of Contests For College Writers Offered By Foundation, Magazine, Line

A lot of young authors present their works in standard manner for submission, and should have on both manuscript and envelope the phrases, "College Connect," and the writer’s name, college, and mailing address.

All entries must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope, and sent to Tomorrow Magazine, 11 East 56th Street, New York, N.Y.

Short Stories and Poetry

The "Mainstream Literary Quarterly" announces its contest for a best unpublshed short story or poem or group of poems. Prizes of $500 in total will be awarded.

The contest is divided into two groups: 1, students in colleges; and 2, members of trade unions.

This year’s competition will run through March 15, 1948.

All manuscripts should be addressed to the "Mainstream," Awards Committee, 52 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Lincoln Foundation

The Trustees of the James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation announce their Annual Engineering Undergraduate Award and Scholarship Program. Students’ papers are to deal with design for arc welding of parts of machines, complete machines, tissue, girders, structural parts, or their maintenance. It is not necessary that the writer be a student.

This competition will run through March 15, 1948.

Under the Scholarship Plan, college or university students may enter one of the other contests listed that is being offered.

Applications for all contests and prizes are available from the Technological Education Foundation, 20 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

HELP BUILD THE UNDEFEATED ARMY FOOTBALL TEAM.

Helped build the undefeated ARMY FOOTBALL TEAM.
Passing and Running Attacks
Rein Beavers as Ox Wins 33-0

Displaying a terrific passing and running back, the Occidental Beaver offense romped over the Beaver Freshman eleven, 33-0, in the preliminary game last Friday night.

The Beaver T formation functioned surprisingly well at times after time jettisoned was not enough against the Beaver backs. After a delayed line back and pass completion, at the start of the first half the Ox met with the dressing room with a 260 yard lead by virtue of two touchdowns on passes and six points on a 7-yard run.

Beaver Drive
Midway in the second quarter the Beaver yeowling made their only real drive of the game. With the pickin on their own 30, Wally Pfeiffer passed to End Noel Reed for 15 yards, and those three later Pfeiffer run from point formation brought eight right end for a first down to the Tiger 41. A penalty gave the Beaver another first down before their march was halted on the 25.

Culich's offense was stymied by the charging Occidental line and only one threatened to score when a recovered fumble put the Beaver on the Bengal 15. Meanwhile, the Tiger eleven rolled up two more touchdowns in the second half, both from passing.

Rutland Bermer, 201-pound Freshman tackle, incurred a painful shoulder injury in the second stanza but finished for the Tech.

Dabney Leads In Interhouse Cross Country Tournament
Fleming, Ricketts, and Blacker Follow; Cobb, Boelens, and Simons Win Top Positions

The big town of Dabney House has taken an early lead in the interhouse cross country competition by winning the 15 mile meet and taking a close second in the Female race. The Dabney runners have a total of 37 points, followed by Fleming with 41, Ricketts with 42 and Blacker with 27.

Cub Wins Both Races
But the two races are races for both sexes, however, as has been the Throop Club freshman, Bob Cobb. Bob forgot about his ailing right leg long enough to win handily at the 15 mile mile with a time of 3:23.3, and broke through the 2-mile in 11:23.2. Though derived no benefit from the little man's mighty efforts, however, since in melon race did three Throopmen finish, Bob Cobb, Dick Ricketts and Felix Boelens of Fleming brought the bacon home by winning the first meet, while the combined offense took second place in the Female Princess, Bill Stearns and Don Asquith garnered second overall for the Bearcubs in the 15 mile mile and slipped to third in the Female.

Fleming's Carl Anderson and Rickett's Larry Nobles and Blacker's Larry Blacker took third and third spots in the two races, while Fleming's Sue Montgomery, Dabney's Larry Nobles and Blacker's Larry Blacker have stepped in and out of the also run positions.

Horses Win for Honors

Simms, Dick Spellman and Bob Reisert of Dabney brought the bacon home by winning the first meet, while the combined offense took second place in the Female Princess, Bill Stearns and Don Asquith garnered second overall for the Bearcubs in the 15 mile mile and slipped to third in the Female.

Fleming's Carl Anderson and Rickett's Larry Nobles and Blacker's Larry Blacker have stepped in and out of the also run positions.

TECH SCI CLUB
(Continued from Page Three)

**DON'T LOOK GLOWENN, but that third hand means business. P. S. - Believe it or not, on this play Charlie gunned it to the right, got away and went 7 more yards before being stopped.**

TECH SCI CLUB

**Forty-seven men and one woman**
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**Industrial Organic Applications of Metallic Sodium**

**SCOTLAND COMES TO THE CAMPUS!**

Aye, ladm! Anew has a galley of new weight South plaited sportifer doth becalme to thine appearance and pore sauciness. These carefully tailored sport shirts are made with the latest in fashion fabrics. We're "suiting" these sultan tatters will put up in your winter wardrobe once you see one. Come in and set us now!

---

**Frost Sport Roundup**

Last Friday the Frosh girls squad took a terrific warfare from the team of G-921. Looking around for the cause of this massacre, members of the Tech eleven came to several important conclusions.

In the first place, as Neville Lang, Coach K. F. Feliciano pointed out, we might say that they deserved the victory when you consider that their team had about two more hours of good practice every afternoon than our eleven does. The fact that our eleven does get only about half as much practice as it should determine some of the important missing attributes of the Holy Serf.

Tech linemen and backs, too, as they left the field Friday, complained that they had not been shown how to control the overhilted and diverging line style which the Tigers were doing to such good advantage.  The Tech coaches have brought in this style of play magnificently at half-time.

But you can't learn these things in a week.

---

**New ME Professor**

Professor Duviez came to Cal-tech in 1941 from Belgium as a special Belgian-American Education Foundation research student. During his stay he was concerned with research work conducted at the Société Physico-Technique for both the B.R.G. and the Navy. Last year he has been concerned with the Jet Propulsion Lab and its development work with both ceramics and metals in the field of propulsion.

---

**WHY THIS? Students of zoology will recognize the ant and pelting out of the dead crow in a rather mother-and-paton sequence of Fido action. A preliminary game will be played in the backfield McColl and Mertz will see plenty of action.**

---

**Ice Skating**

Duty 2:30 to 5:30 and 7:30 to 10:00 Rain, Snow, Snow out Skates for Rent

PASADENA WINTER GARDENS

On route 11 B. A. M. Parkway

---

**De Pont**

De Pont has also contributed to the development of many other uses for sodium and its derivatives, such as the manufacture of sodium cyclohexyl, used in high-grade motor fuels, synthetic detergents, and scaling of alloy steels. In the form of sodium hydroxide, sodium is an catalyst for many Clavon condensations, sodium hydroxide is a characteristic of barbiturates, sodium, benzoates, vitamins, ketones and salicylates.

---

**Questions College Men ask about working with De Pont**

**WILL AN ADVANCED DEGREE**

For various types of work, particularly in chemical, metallurgical, and mechanical engineering, or for those who have been working in other fields and wish to know the nature of work and the duties of the research chemists, engineers, or technicians in the various fields of research in De Pont. For those who have been working in other fields and wish to know the nature of work and the duties of the research chemists, engineers, or technicians in the various fields of research in De Pont. For De Pont men and women who have been working in other fields and wish to know the duties of the research chemists, engineers, or technicians in the various fields of research in De Pont.

---

**Arrow Sport Shirts**

**HOTELING'S**

**TWO STORES**

154 E. COLORADO ST.

921 E. COLORADO ST.

**MORE facts about De Pont—Listen to "Comrades of America"—Monday, 8:30 F. S., 9:30 E.**

---

**Your College Sports Shops**

**Hotchkiss Tennis Sportswear**

**Wyn Mace Tennis Shop**

PHONE 1175

604 EAST CALIFORNIA ST.

Fresno, Cal.
Mudeo, Dance Head Next Week's Doings

Mudeo, which was held on campus last night, was a social success. The annual madrinks will be held one week from today, and afternoon classes will be canceled at 1:45 p.m. for the event.

San Diego, and eventually Juniors will be initiated in the many business, while bright Juniors look on distantly and environmentally.

Rehearsals
As good a way as has been proposed for madrinks Phibs and pupils to recuperate from the fray (the Juniors, also, have no marks to redeem) is to awake at the annual inter-sorority PRINCIPAL'S DINNER.

In the final heat Coach Anderson's men began to show off their offensive power as they piled up three first downs in five plays. A pass, Chaffee to MacLean, and a lateral to Doehn was good for 13. A delayed line back by West ripped up 11 more, moving the pigskin as the midfield stripe and Hillwood took a pass on the drive six yards in enemy territory in the next two plays.

Then Chaffee took a 4-yard junt in the 28 where he was stopped by Peniston after it had looked like a possible scoring breakdown. After this the drive turned cold and Oxy took over.

With fifty seconds to play the Engineers started one more show for the grandstands, punting from their eight all the way to the opponent's 5-yard line in five tries. Chaffee took the left side for 55 yards and passed from them to the Tiger's 41. A time to Oxy he went to the 5 and one more put the leather on the 4-yard line when the gun sounded.

CAMPUS BEREWINs
(Continued from Page 2)

The same Russian that was mentioned in last week's column. She is living up to advance notices in Warren's attic still has lipstick on Monday, or did this come from San Merlin? Ricketts was jumping at party on party all. Carl Fye, whose last name should be well attended, the after-the-fact dance siren arriving at this initiation. However, in the past the lack of being able to签名 didn't change his style, or did it? Bob Pilling had his. O.A.O. up from San Diego for the weekend. Sam Iskendorf, after much talking, returned to our school. He was all fired up and ready to play the Engineers, started one more show for the grandstands, punting from their eight all the way to the opponent's 5-yard line in five tries. Chaffee took the left side for 55 yards and passed from them to the Tiger's 41. A time to Oxy he went to the 5 and one more put the leather on the 4-yard line when the gun sounded.